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Financial Projection Tool (FPT) Overview
The Financial Projection Tool (FPT) leverages Caltech Data Warehouse (Cognos) data and
security to assist campus administrators in creating projections on the PTAs for which they
are responsible.

What Data Is Used?
The data for the FPT comes from Cognos, specifically the Grants Accounting and Labor
Distribution (LD) data marts. The starting point for all projections is a snapshot of the
financial summaries for budgets, salary and non-salary costs, commitments, and balances for
each PTA as of the last day of the previous month. This starting point is the same whether
you run a projection on the first or last day of the current month.
FPT also uses the information entered into Oracle’s Labor Distribution rather than averages
on historical pay. While the starting point summaries are the same throughout the current
month, the LD Schedule Lines are updated in FPT on a nightly basis. In addition, the proper
burden rates (overhead, paid leave, staff benefits, and tuition remission) are included in the
projections.
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What Makes a Projection?

For the purposes of FPT, a projection is made up of the following parts:


PTA Set: One or more PTAs upon which the projections will be calculated.
 PTA Sets are created and saved by users.
 PTAs can be added and deleted from a PTA Set at any time.
 PTA Sets can be shared with other users.
 Note: If a user doesn’t have salary-level access to a PTA, then the PTA will
not be included in that user’s Projection.



Projection To Period: The number of months for the projection starting with the
current month.



Projection Method: How the projection is done, e.g., will you use a three or six
month average?



Projection Adjustments: The modifications to a PTA’s Costs and Budget to reflect
expected future events.
 Includes both wages and non-wages, for example:
 A new person being hired;
 An expected award installment; or
 A new piece of equipment that will be bought in six months.
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What Makes a Projection? (cont.)
PTA Set, Projection Method, and the Projection Adjustments combined are a Projection
Version.

What Data Gets Stored?
Only the information entered to create the Projection Version is saved. Your Projection is
based on financial calculations prepared by the FPT Calculation Engine based on:


The previous period’s financial summary data (aka, Cognos PTA Summary);



The projection version; and



The projection TO period.

Even if you make no changes to the Project Version from one month to the next, the
projection results provided by the FPT Calculation Engine the first month will be different
than the projection results provided next month because the starting point will be different,
and the LD Schedule Lines may have been modified in Oracle since the projections were last
calculated. But this is no different than if you were to manually create projections in Excel
today and next month based on a download from Cognos.

PLEASE NOTE:

Projection results are NOT saved.
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PTA Sets
Overview

A PTA Set is a group of accounts on which you want to create projections. This group might
consist of one PI’s PTAs or the PTAs associated with a large project with multiple PIs.


PTA Sets are created and saved, after which PTAs can be added and deleted.



PTA Sets can be shared with other users.
 If you share the PTA Set with somebody that does not have salary-level access to
one or more of the PTAs, then the PTA(s) will not be included in that user’s
Projections.



If a new PTA is expected to be created in Oracle, a “Dummy” PTA can be created in the
PTA Set.



PTA End-dates can be extended, but this will NOT impact Oracle.

PLEASE NOTE: A PTA may be included in more than one PTA Set, but there will be no linkage for
that PTA between the various projections from one PTA Set to another.

Creating a PTA Set
1. Navigate to PTA Sets
2. Select New PTA Set
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3. Enter the name and a description for the new PTA Set

4. Search for PTAs

TIP: Selecting a PTA Status of “Active” will return
any PTA that is not closed.
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5. There are three ways to add PTAs from the Search Result to the PTA Set:
a. Move all the PTAs in the search results by clicking on the Add All >> button; or
b. Move a subset of the PTAs by checking the check box next to the appropriate
PTAs and then click on the Add > button; or
c. Move one PTA at a time by clicking on the + sign in the Add column.

6. To add additional PTAs go back to step #4.
PLEASE NOTE: Your search results will only include those PTAs to which you have access. If another
user has access to the same PTA Set, but has a different level of security, they will be able to add
PTAs to which you might not have access.

Creating a Dummy PTA
On occasion you will know about an award that a PI is due to receive in the next month
or two and you want to include that in the projections. You can’t search for it because
the PTA is not yet created in Oracle, but you can create a Dummy PTA in FPT. When the
PTA does get created in Oracle, all you need to do is delete the PTA from your PTA Set.
1. On Create/Update PTA Set click on the Create Dummy PTA button.
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2. Enter each of the fields.

3. Those with a red asterisk * are required.
4. When finished, click the Save button.
NOTE: If you click on the Previous button prior to saving, the information that you have
entered will not be saved, but you will get a warning message.

Modifying a PTA Set
1. On Create/Update PTA Set click on the Edit icon next to the PTA Set you would like to
modify.
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2. Delete PTAs from the PTA Set by checking the check box next to the PTA(s) and then
click on the Delete button.

3. Extend the PTA End Date by entering a new date.

4. Dummy PTAs are identified by the Project Number in bold. To edit a Dummy PTA,
click on the Edit icon.
5. To search for existing PTAs to add to the PTA Set click on the Add Existing PTAs
button.
6. To Grant Access click on the Grant Access button.

Deleting a PTA Set
1. On Create/Update PTA Set click on the Delete icon next to the PTA Set you would like
to modify.
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Grant Access to a PTA Set

The access to PTA Sets is handled by the users of FPT. If a user has access to a PTA Set then
they have full edit capability for both the PTA Set and Projections associated with the PTA Set.
This access, however, is limited by the PTA-level access of the user.
Each time a new PTA Set is created access is automatically granted to the User Group IMSS.
This enables specific IMSS staff to troubleshoot reported issues with FPT.
1. When granting access to another user or a User Group there are two ways to
navigate to form for granting access to a PTA Set:
a. On Create/Update PTA Set click on the Grant Access icon next to the PTA Set you
would like to modify.
b. On Create/Update PTA Set click on the Edit icon next to the PTA Set you would
like to modify.
2. To give access to a user or a User Group, click on the Add User/Group button.

TIP: Create a “Back-up Support” User Group and grant access to all of your PTA
Sets. When back-up is needed, simply add users to the group at that time and
the back-ups will get access to all the PTA Sets at once.

3. Clicking the button added a new row in which you will either select the User Group
from the pick list or enter the user via the search window.
PLEASE NOTE: A row can only have either a User Group or a User entered.
a. To select the User Group, pick the appropriate name from the pick list.
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b. To select a User, click on the Search icon, which will open a search window.
Search for the appropriate person and select them by clicking on the link.
c. Save your entry by clicking on the Save button.

Create a User Group
1. Click on the New User Group button.

2. Enter the User Group name, Description, and click on the Save button.
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Projections
Overview

The first time you create a projection there are four steps.

Steps #2 and #3 take place within the Projections area.

Creating a New Projection
1. Navigate to Projections.
2. Select your PTA Set from the pick list.
3. Choose your Project To period.
4. Click on the New Projection button.

TIP: The links below the Project To are a quick and easy way to select a
Project To Period that is one to four years out in the future or the
end of the current fiscal year.
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5. Choose the Projection Methods.
6. Enter the Version Name and the Description.
7. Click on the Next button to navigate to the PTA Summary.

Projection Summary
After creating your Projection Version you will be at the Projection Summary view for the PTA Set.
As your summary opened the projection engine calculated for each PTA the projected costs and
balances to the Project Period chosen based on the projection method selected and active LD
Schedule Lines.

The Project Summary includes the following columns:
Column Name

Description

Project-Task

Project and Task number for the PTA

Award

Award for the PTA
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PTA End

The Oracle end date of the PTA

Extended End

The end date entered into FPT to reflect an actual end date that
has not yet been entered into Oracle. PLEASE NOTE: This date is
NOT reflected in Oracle.

Last Installment

The date of which the last installment for the Award was entered
into Oracle. PLEASE NOTE: Installments are made at the Award level
and may or may not have an impact on the specific PTA.

Budget

The PTA’s total budget entered in Oracle as of the end of the
previous period.

Costs

The PTA’s total costs as of the end of the previous period.

Cmtments

The PTA’s total commitments as of the end of the previous period.

Balance <Date>

The PTA’s balance as of the end of the previous period. The date
will be the last day of that period.

Projected Budget

Total of the entered Budget Adjustments made to the PTA to occur
within the Project To period.

Projected Costs

Total costs calculated by the projection engine based on the chosen
Projection Method, active LD Schedule Lines, and Adjustments
made to both Costs and Salary.

Proj Balance <Date>

Balance + Projected Budget – Projected Costs. Date reflects the last
day of the Project To period.

Extended Costs

If the PTA End Date has been extended for a PTA within the PTA
Set, the Projected Budget, Costs, and Balance columns will reflect
the amounts as of the PTA’s Oracle end date. Any costs that are
projected beyond that Oracle PTA End Date to the new Extended
Date (or Project To period, whichever comes first) are included in
this column. If the Oracle PTA End Date is later than the Project To
period, then this column will be blank.

Extended Balance

Proj Balance <Date> - Extended Costs

Comment

Comments entered by users about specific PTAs.

Projection Detail
To access Projection Detail for a specific PTA, click on the Edit icon in the PTA’s row.
The Projection Detail shows the current and projected balances for the PTA, summarized at the
Reporting Group level. If the reporting group includes salaries, then the individuals paid on the
PTA will also be shown along with the Expenditure Category on which they are paid. In addition,
Reporting Groups that have more than one burden logic have Cost Groups, i.e., subgroups.
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Examples of Cost Groups include Subcontracts which contains an expenditure type that gets
burdened (Subcontracts – 1st 25K) and another that does not (Subcontracts - Over 25K).
The Project Summary includes the following columns:
Column Name

Description

Reporting Group

Groups of Expenditure Categories.

Cost Group
Employee Name

Subgroup of Reporting Group. PLEASE NOTE: There is no header for
this column and instead the Cost Group has been indented.
Individuals that are paid on the PTA. PLEASE NOTE: There is no
header for this column and instead the name of the employee has
been indented.

Budget

The PTA’s total budget entered in Oracle as of the end of the
previous period.

Costs

The PTA’s total costs as of the end of the previous period.

Cmtments

The PTA’s total commitments as of the end of the previous period.

Balance <Date>

The PTA’s balance as of the end of the previous period. The date
will be the last day of that period.

Projected Budget

Total of the entered Budget Adjustments made to the PTA to occur
within the Project To period.

Projected Costs

Total costs calculated by the projection engine based on the chosen
Projection Method, active LD Schedule Lines, and Adjustments
made to both Costs and Salary.

Proj Balance <Date>

Balance + Projected Budget – Projected Costs. Date reflects the last
day of the Project To period.

Extended Costs

If the PTA End Date has been extended for a PTA within the PTA
Set, the Projected Budget, Costs, and Balance columns will reflect
the amounts as of the PTA’s Oracle end date. Any costs that are
projected beyond that Oracle PTA End Date to the new Extended
Date (or Project To period, whichever comes first) are included in
this column. If the Oracle PTA End Date is later than the Project To
period, then this column will be blank.

Extended Balance

Proj Balance <Date> - Extended Costs

All adjustments to budget and costs (both salary and non-salary costs) are made at the Projection
Detail level.
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Entering Adjustments – Getting Started
Projection Adjustments are the modifications you make to reflect expected future events for a
PTA. For example:


Adding a budget for an award installment expected in two months;



Adding costs for travel planned in August; or



Adding an employee starting in September.

Adjustments are done at the PTA Detail level. Once adjustments have been entered, however, a
list of all adjustments for the PTA Set is available at the Projection Summary.

Adjust Cost
1. Click on the Adj Cost button to navigate to the Adjust Cost page.

2. Click on the Add Cost button to add a row.

3. Enter the proper Expenditure Group, Start period, End period, Comment, and the
amount you are anticipating for each month of the period range. Upon saving the
entry, FPT will automatically calculate the appropriate burden amount.

4. Repeat until all cost adjustments are entered.
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Adjust Budget

Unlike Adjust Cost, Adjust Budget does not calculate burden costs because budgets are
entered in Oracle in a similar fashion.
1. Click on the Adj Budget button to navigate to the Adjust Budget page.

2. Click on the Add Budget button to add a row.
3. Enter the proper Expenditure Group, Period, Budget Amount, and Comment.
4. Click on the Save button.

5. Repeat until all budget adjustments are entered.

Adjust Salary
The Adjust Salary functionality utilizes the LD Schedule Line entry from Oracle. The data
used by FPT is updated on a nightly basis. Like all other data entry in FPT, any
adjustments that you make for Salary will NOT update the LD Schedule Lines in Oracle.
1. Click on the Adj Salary button to navigate to the Adjust Budget page.

2. The Adjust Salary form will list all people scheduled to be paid on the specified PTA.
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a. If you do not have access to the person in LD then you will not see the
Monthly Salary, Pay Period Salary, or the LD %, however you will see the
projected amount and all associated projected burden amounts.

3. The columns included on the Adjust Salary list include
Column Name

Description

Expenditure Type

The expenditure type in the LD Schedule Line.

Full Name

The name of the employee.

Comment

Comments entered when people are added to the PTA.

Start and End Period

The date range for the LD Schedule Line. The projected amounts are
based on the earliest date for the PTA End Date, LD End, and Project To
period.

Monthly Salary

The amount the employee is paid per month.

Pay Period Salary

The amount the employee is paid per pay period.

Eff %

The % of the employee’s full pay amount that will be paid on the PTA.

Projected

The total pay projected for the employee.

Stf Ben

The projected Staff Benefits burdened for the projected amount.

Pd Lv

The projected Paid Leave burdened for the projected amount.

Tui Rem

The projected Tuition Remission burdened for the projected amount.

IDC OH

The projected Indirect Cost or Administrative Overhead burdened for
the projected amount.

Total

Projected + Staff Benefit + Paid Leave + Tuition Remission
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4. To exclude a person from the projection, click on the Exclude icon.
a. The text in the row of people that have been excluded will become red
making it easier to determine which you have excluded and those you have
not excluded.
b. You can also hide the excluded people from your list by clicking on the Hide
Excluded LD button.

5. Click on the Add Person button to navigate to the Add Person form.
6. If the person to be added is already in Oracle HR, navigate to the search window by
clicking on the search icon. PLEASE NOTE: Salary information will not be pulled into FPT
when selecting a person. If the person is not yet at Caltech enter a name in the TBD
Name field.
7. Select the proper Expenditure Type for the new person. The burden amounts will be
based on a combination of the expenditure type and the PTA’s burden schedule. In
addition, the type of payroll (i.e., monthly or biweekly) is also determined by the
expenditure type.
8. Select the Start and End Period for the date range. In FPT employees will be paid for full
months.
9. Enter the expected Monthly Salary. Enter the equivalent of the employee’s full
estimated annual salary divided by 12, regardless of the percentage paid by this PTA or
the type of payroll (i.e., monthly or biweekly).
10. Enter the Percent Effort to be paid by the PTA.
11. Burden amounts will be calculated upon clicking on the Save button.
12. Enter any comments associated with this salary adjustment.
13. Save the entry.
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14. Modify added employees by clicking on the Edit icon in the employee’s row.
15. Delete added employees by clicking on the Delete icon in the employee’s row.
16. If an employee is expected to get a raise, use the Copy icon to copy the LD.
a. You will want to copy the row twice.
b. Exclude the original row for the employee.
c. For one of the copied rows keep the original Start Period, Monthly Salary, and
Percent Effort. However, change the End Period to the last month of the current
salary.
d. For the second copied row, enter the Start Period as the period in which the pay
increase takes place. Use the new salary amount and complete the rest of the
data entry.
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Modifying Adjustments

Adjustments that are entered will need to be modified for projections that are run in the
future. Adjustments can only be modified at the Projection Detail level, however,
adjustments for the full PTA Set can be viewed and deleted at the Projection Summary.
1. PTAs that have Adjustments have the Project-Task in bold.
2. Navigate to the Adjustments view by clicking on the Adjustments button.

3. Adjustments are grouped together by type of adjustment
4. Individual adjustments can be deleted by clicking on the Delete icon in the row.
5. All adjustments within an adjustment type can be deleted at once by clicking on
the Delete All button directly below each type’s list.
6. The person who created the adjustment and the person who last updated the
adjustment are both shown in this list view.
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Projection Reports
Overview

With the recognition that different users have different reporting requirements, the FPT engine
prepares the financial calculations and the data is returned in a format that you can easily export
to Excel to customize as you see fit.
1. Navigate to Reports.
2. Select the PTA Set.
3. IMPORTANT: Select the Project To Period.
4. Select the Report.
5. Select the Projection Version.
6. If there are PTAs that you do not want to include in the Report, Exclude them by moving
them into the column on the right.
7. Run the Report by clicking on the Run Report button.
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Available Reports

PTA Summary
The PTA Summary provides the projections summarized at the individual PTA. Columns
available in the PTA Summary Report include:
Column Name

Description

Project

The project number of the PTA.

Task

The task number of the PTA.

Award

The award number of the PTA.

PTA

The full PTA – very useful for sorting.

Fund Src Award #

The Funding Source Award Number associated with the PTA’s Award.

PTA Start Date

The Oracle start date of the PTA

PTA End Date

The Oracle end date of the PTA

Extended End

The end date entered into FPT to reflect an actual end date that has
not yet been entered into Oracle. PLEASE NOTE: This date is NOT
reflected in Oracle.

Latest Installment

he date of which the last installment for the Award was entered into
Oracle. PLEASE NOTE: Installments are made at the Award level and
may or may not have an impact on the specific PTA.

Budget

The PTA’s total budget entered in Oracle as of the end of the previous
period.

Costs

The PTA’s total costs as of the end of the previous period.

Period Costs

The PTA’s total costs for the previous period.

Cmtments

The PTA’s total commitments as of the end of the previous period.

Balance <Date>

The PTA’s balance as of the end of the previous period. The date will
be the last day of that period.

New Allocation

Total of the entered Budget Adjustments made to the PTA to occur
within the Project To period.

Projected Costs

Total costs calculated by the projection engine based on the chosen
Projection Method, active LD Schedule Lines, and Adjustments made
to both Costs and Salary.

Proj Balance <Date>

Balance + Projected Budget – Projected Costs. Date reflects the last
day of the Project To period.

Extended Costs

If the PTA End Date has been extended for a PTA within the PTA Set,
the Projected Budget, Costs, and Balance columns will reflect the
amounts as of the PTA’s Oracle end date. Any costs that are projected
beyond that Oracle PTA End Date to the new Extended Date (or
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Project To period, whichever comes first) are included in this column.
If the Oracle PTA End Date is later than the Project To period, then this
column will be blank.

Extended Balance

Comments entered by users about specific PTAs.

PTA Detail
The PTA Detail provides the projections summarized at the PTA, Reporting Group, Cost
Category, and Person Name. Columns available in the PTA Detail Report include:
Column Name

Description

Project

The project number of the PTA.

Task

The task number of the PTA.

Award

The award number of the PTA.

PTA

The full PTA – very useful for sorting.

Fund Src Award #

The Funding Source Award Number associated with the PTA’s Award.

PTA Start Date

The Oracle start date of the PTA

PTA End Date

The Oracle end date of the PTA

Extended End

The end date entered into FPT to reflect an actual end date that has
not yet been entered into Oracle. PLEASE NOTE: This date is NOT
reflected in Oracle.

Latest Installment

he date of which the last installment for the Award was entered into
Oracle. PLEASE NOTE: Installments are made at the Award level and
may or may not have an impact on the specific PTA.

Reporting Group

Groups of Expenditure Categories.

Expenditure Category

Subgroup of Reporting Group.

Person Name

Individuals that are paid on the PTA.

Budget

The PTA’s total budget entered in Oracle as of the end of the previous
period.

Costs

The PTA’s total costs as of the end of the previous period.

Cmtments

The PTA’s total commitments as of the end of the previous period.

Balance <Date>

The PTA’s balance as of the end of the previous period. The date will
be the last day of that period.

New Allocation

Total of the entered Budget Adjustments made to the PTA to occur
within the Project To period.
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Projected Costs

Total costs calculated by the projection engine based on the chosen
Projection Method, active LD Schedule Lines, and Adjustments made
to both Costs and Salary.

Staff Benefits

Total projected Staff Benefits.

Tuition Remission

Total projected Tuition Remission.

Paid Leave

Total projected Paid Leave.

Indirect Cost

Total projected Indirect Cost/Administrative Overhead.

Proj Balance <Date>

Balance + Projected Budget – Projected Costs. Date reflects the last
day of the Project To period.

Extended Costs

If the PTA End Date has been extended for a PTA within the PTA Set,
the Projected Budget, Costs, and Balance columns will reflect the
amounts as of the PTA’s Oracle end date. Any costs that are projected
beyond that Oracle PTA End Date to the new Extended Date (or
Project To period, whichever comes first) are included in this column.
If the Oracle PTA End Date is later than the Project To period, then this
column will be blank.

Extended Balance

Proj Balance <Date> - Extended Costs

Personnel
The Personnel report provides a list of all people projected to be paid on each of the PTAs.
Columns available in the Personnel Report include:
Column Name

Description

Project #

The project number of the PTA.

Task #

The task number of the PTA.

Award #

The award number of the PTA.

PTA

The full PTA – very useful for sorting.

Person Name

The name of the employee.

Person Type

The HR person type for the employee. PLEASE NOTE: Will not be
included on people added via Adjust Salary.

Schd Begin

The start date for the LD Schedule Line. PLEASE NOTE: If a person has
been added via Adjust Salary then the Schd Begin will be the first day
of the Start Period.

Schd End

The end date for the LD Schedule Line. PLEASE NOTE: If a person has
been added via Adjust Salary then the Schd Begin will be the last day
of the Start Period.

Schd %

The % of the employee’s full pay amount that will be paid on the PTA.
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Monthly Salary

The amount the employee is paid per month.

Pay Period Salary

The amount the employee is paid per pay period.

Projected

The total pay projected for the employee.

Stf Ben

The projected Staff Benefits burdened for the projected amount.

Pd Lv

The projected Paid Leave burdened for the projected amount.

Tui Rem

The projected Tuition Remission burdened for the projected amount.

IDC OH

The projected Indirect Cost or Administrative Overhead burdened for
the projected amount.

Total

Projected + Staff Benefit + Paid Leave + Tuition Remission

Student Type

If the employee is also a student, the current type of student.

Acad Year

If the employee is also a student, the current academic year for the
student.

Student Payroll

If the employee is also a student, the current payroll type.

Student Dept

If the employee is also a student, the current department associated
with the student.

Month by Month
The Month by Month report provides a month-by-month projected summary balance for
each PTA through the Projection To Period. Columns available in the Month-by-Month Report
include:
Column Name

Description

Project

The project number of the PTA.

Task

The task number of the PTA.

Award

The award number of the PTA.

PTA End Date

The Oracle end date of the PTA

<Period Name>

The first column shows the projected balance at the end of the current
period, i.e., Previous Month Balance + Current Month’s New Allocation
– Current Month’s Projected Costs.
Each following month balance is the Prior Month Balance + Month’s
New Allocation – Month’s Projected Costs.

PLEASE NOTE: The Financial Projection Tool was developed with Oracle’s Application Express
development tool (APEX). This tool provides functionality without need for additional
development by IMSS. For further information about how to customize your reports by utilizing
functionality included with APEX please see the section on APEX Actions.
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FPT Security

There are two different security models supporting FPT:
1. Data-level access; and
2. Access to PTA Sets and Projections.

Data Access
Data access in FPT is handled by IMSS Data Security.
The security for FPT leverages the security in place for the Grants Accounting and Labor
Distribution data marts in the Caltech Data Warehouse (Cognos).
If you have salary-level access to a PTA in Cognos then you also have access to that account in
FPT. Like Cognos, this access includes the balances for each individual paid on the PTA.
Access to the LD percentage and the salary used for projections on your PTAs is determined by
your LD data mart access in Cognos. If you do not have access to the individual, then you will see
only the individual’s name, date range, and balances over time. The salary and LD percentage
columns will be blank.

For further information on the details of Cognos data access security, please see the document
Cognos: Data Security for Campus available on the IMSS web site under Training & Guides -> All
Campus Users -> Cognos.

Access to PTA Sets and Projections
The access to PTA Sets is handled by the users of FPT. Every user has the ability to create a User
Group, i.e., a group of individuals to which the user would like to give access to a PTA Set. If a
user has access to a PTA Set then they have full edit capability for both the PTA Set and
Projections associated with the PTA Set. This access, however, is limited by the PTA-level access
of the user.
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If a user does not have access to one or more PTAs within a PTA Set, each time a Projection
Version is opened a temporary message will appear indicating that the user does not have access
to certain PTAs.
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General Application Functionality
Icons and Buttons
Icons and buttons are used throughout FPT to assist you in using the tool.
Icon/Button

Usage
Navigation to view more detail about the row in a list and/or edit
the individual record.
Deletes the row in a list, for example, for example a PTA Set or
Projection Version.
Copy the row’s content into a new row.
Select the row(s) on which an action will be performed, for
example deleting all checked rows.
Add a row from a list to another list (PTA Set) or Include a row in a
projection (Adj Salary)
Remove or Exclude a row from a list.
Assists in choosing a date.
Opens a search window. To select a search result, click on the link
of the item that you would like to select.
Start a search.
Clear all entry in a form.
Return to the previous page without saving any changes.

Breadcrumbs and General Navigation
Every web page within FPT contains consistent navigation enabling you to perform certain
functions regardless of where you are in the application.
PLEASE NOTE: Using any of the functions detailed below will NOT SAVE any data that has been
entered.
1. Clicking on a tab will quickly navigate you to that functionality area of the application.
2. As you navigate through PTA Sets or another functionality area, Bread Crumbs will be
added just below the tabs. Clicking on the name of a web page within the Bread
Crumbs will return you to that web page.
3. Clicking on Home returns you to the FPT Home Page.
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4. Clicking on Help will open a new browser window with the web page listing the
various FPT user documents.
5. Clicking on Exit will close the window and take you out of FPT.
6. Clicking on Logout All will close the window, take you out of FPT, AND log you out of
access.caltech.

APEX Actions
Each of the FPT Reports can be customized via APEX Actions. With these Actions you can remove
columns, change the order in which the columns appear, change the sort, format the data in a
column, and save different versions of the report. In fact, when you save a version of a report,
that version is available regardless of the PTA Set on which you are reporting.

PLEASE NOTE: The Reset option will return the report to the default settings.
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You can also get to some of the actions by clicking on the column header.

Select Columns: Removing and Reordering Columns
The Select Columns option enables you to choose and reorder the columns that you want to
display in your report. Select Columns opens a window in which you can:
1. Select the column(s) you would like to display or not display.

TIP: Use the Ctrl key to select more than one column at a time.
2. Use the arrows between the two to move the columns from Display to Do Not Display
and back.
3. Use the up and down arrows to change the order of the columns.
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Actions on Columns

You can further fine-tune your report (or any list in FPT on which the APEX Actions have been
activated) by clicking on the Column Header.
1. Clicking on either of the Sort icons will sort the column.
2. Clicking on a value in the list shown will leave only those rows that contain the value
chosen.

TIP: If the list is long you can shorten it in by typing
values into the available box.
3. Clicking on the Hide Column icon will hide the column.
4. Clicking on the Control Break icon will provide a section break at each change in
value.

5. If you filter a column for one of the values, the filter used will appear just below the
Actions button. Clicking on this filter will open the Edit Filter window.
6. If you want to remove the filter, uncheck the box.
7. You can remove the filter by clicking on the Remove Filter icon.
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Rows Per Page

The Rows Per Page option enables you to determine how many rows are displayed on a
page. This is a great option for creating a report that will be printed out.

Format
The Rows Per Page option enables you to determine how many rows are displayed on a
page. This is a great option for creating a report that will be printed out.
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Format – Sort

Sort opens a window that enables you to select the columns on which you want to sort, and
the order in which the sorting occurs.

Format – Highlight
Highlight opens a window that enables you to highlight both by row or column and for
specific data, as dictated by you.
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Save Report

Save Report opens a window that enables you to save all of the formatting that you have just
completed so you can reuse it in the future. Saving a report doesn’t just save a report version
for a specific projection on a specific PTA Set, but instead makes the report version available
whenever you rerun the report.
1. Name the report and click on the Apply button.

2. After you have saved the report it a list of Reports will appear and you can choose the
appropriate report format from the pick list.

3. If you no longer need a report format, delete it by clicking on the Delete Report icon.
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